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Good night.

10.12.6 have native kaby lake support to. Not needed to fake it as skylake hd520 that have
many bugs in HS ...

So. I test in few variants combining with my EFI.

1). Your EFI : no way logo and pixels trash on screen - graphics 920 MX goes KP with optimus
or other problem.

2). If i remove PNLF patch - black screen and HDD noise talks about something loading at 10
minets test. Maby it works.

p.s.: I have to fix battery with removing rename BIF to XBIF in my config plist( peace of shit - it
was works standart patch. I was broke my had in 8 bytes converting manuals).

Why you use AppleALC? It to difficult to patch. I'd like VoodooHDA because it simple to use.
Better sound with ALC?

My system have only Realtek devices. Broadcom not helpful and WIFI need to be replaced. I
cant replace now because need to offer it from outland and wait long time.

Thanks for the help.

Now I need only patch for touchpad can awake and sound can awake(wont work after sleep).
Other hardware works.
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I was try to disable NVIDIA but have to lose. HS window server can't start with dual GPU and I
install Sierra 10.12.6

p.s.: using kexts from your EFI and PNLF patch merged in my EFI I was fix brightness keys. 
So. Now we have two problems: not working awake of touchpad(I think we need HID kext) and
not working awake of sound card, + not alive Nvidia thats wants to be disabled. Can you
please check my patched DSDT to fix it if you can and you have a time? All other hardware
works fine. Danke

p.s.s: 80% working EFI attached
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